
EAST TYTHERLEY - MOTTISFONT
5.2m. Park by arrangement at the Star Inn in east Tytherely. SU 2933 2733

Leave the car park at the rear and walk E past a cricket pavilion to a gate at SU 2945 2785. Then head SE 
passing a wooded area & cross another field with Lockerley Hall visible to the left. Reach a wood at SU 
298 276, pass a pond on your left, leave the wood and continue just south of east to reach Dummer Copse 
at SU 3065 2760. Continue in the wood E then SE to exit the wood at SU 3100 2743. * Note the path to 
the left here, you will return on that later.

Continue more or less east past Cadbury Farm to a road at SU 316 275. Cross to FP opposite and walk SE 
for ~1/2 m to a road at SU 3230 2696. Turn left and walk to a road junction at SU 3240 2695. Turn right 
for 150m to reach Mottisfont village green near a former post office. Take coffee here.

After the break, take the road S then W to a FP left at SU 3220 2668. Walk SW then SSW to a road at SU 
3182 2633. Cross to path opposite and cross the railway at SU 3155 2623. Then pass an electricity sub-
station and continue generally west to a bridge over the river Dun at SU 304 263. Do not cross the river 
but turn right to walk N to recross the railway at SU 3043 2640. Then head NE athen N to a point 
adjacent to a wood at SU 3070 2687. Continue NNE to reach Dummer Copse at SU 3083 2718. Walk 
through the wood NE then NNE to SU 3100 2743 marked * above. Then retrace your steps west for 1.2 
miles back to the Inn and cars.
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